Use the clues to rearrange the letters of the bold print anagrams to reveal words
and phrases connected with Thanksgiving. Write your answers in the blanks to
the left. Spelling counts!

__________

1. 9 rim

lip

s

Rearrange no smiles
and name the group that,
along with Native Americans,
participated in the first
American Thanksgiving.

_________

2. ve r sat

iIe

Change flexible to the kinfolk who come together
to celebrate Thanksgiving.

_________

3. Men

0

ve r b.

Really, it's not about a verb. It's the name of the
month that brings Thanksgiving.

_________

4. M r.

5 id

_________

5. 0 h,

m e!

Start with an exclamation and end with the place
where everyone wants to be for the holidays.

__________

6. ear

c I0s es

Unscramble not listening and reassemble into a
special container for baking a mixture of
ingredients such as green beans, cream of
mushroom soup, and French fried onions.

_________

7. bow

s hine

Regroup glistening archery so that it names the
part of the turkey said to have the power to grant
a wish to the person who walks away with the
longest portion.

_________

8. p rat tie

__________

9. De a r

Tuc k

Convert Sid's name to a popular part of the
Thanksgiving turkey.

It's not really idle chatter at all, but rather the
large oval plate that holds the turkey.
Pa

Reconstruct a greeting to one's father to form a
large public procession of a festive nature,
usually held to celebrate a holiday or special
event.

_________

10. be a r d

Alter facial hair and regroup it as a food made of
flour or meal mixed with milk or water and formed
into a dough for baking.

_________

11. fir

Begin with evergreen statistics and end with one
of the things that travelers deal with on their way
to visit with relatives.

_________

12. I e a f y

Copyright

f act

W 0

rm

Unscramble a strange legless, creeping animal
and reassemble it as the name of the Pilgrim's
famous ship.
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Vocabulary Brain Teaser-continued

_________

13. deserts

Show how dry, sandy places can
also be a sweet treat, usually
eaten at the end of a meal.

_________

14. t r e e saw

Modify a cutting instrument~,....~
to name a garment
suitable for chilly
November weather.

_________

15. idol

_________

16. nearer

_________

17. ink

--------- 18.
_________

19. fun

Reorder close baby beds and spell the name of
a popular Thanksgiving fruit that is often served
as a jelled sauce.

pan

Morph writing liquid container into a cloth or
paper square for protecting clothing and wiping
the lips and fingers during eating.
Fiddle with a farm tree branch advance and
name the president who declared Thursday,
November 16th, 1863, as a day of Thanksgiving
and praise. (two words)

loan

gifts

Shuffle around happy presents and form the
seasoned bread crumbs or other fillings baked
inside a turkey.

inn

Shake up a scarlet lodge and shape the name
of the main meal of the day, which is served
midday or in the afternoon.

21. true

flag

--------- 22.

Ice

_________

0w n s

,23.

Transform worshiped fodder into a time set aside
by law or cus~om for celebratory festivities.

cribs

a ranch
limb

--------- 20. red
_________

hay

()

i s Iou

Redesign authentic banner to create a deep
appreciation for kindnesses or benefits received
Ice is loud when it's being crunched, but when the
letters are repositioned, they spell the word often
used to describe a scrumptious meal.

d.

Take apart the possessive letters, slide them
around, and create the name for the frozen
precipitation that could be falling on Thanksgiving

Day.
_________

24. va r let

Revamp a rascal and name the thing that a lot of
people do in order to spend Thanksgiving with
their families.

_________

25. Red
pan t s
ran g.

Prove that the parents of one's mother and/or
father is hidden in chiming rosy trousers.
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